MORE (The Mid-Atlantic Off Road Enthusiasts), Inc.
ASSUMPTION OF RISK, WAIVER OF LIABILITY, AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT

AS A CONDITION of participating in bicycling, trailwork or other activities arranged by or involving MORE (The Mid-Atlantic Off Road Enthusiasts), Inc., a non-stock corporation of modest financial means, during the period January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020, I ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE, for myself and anyone who could ever make a claim relating to what happens to me (for example, my heirs, successors, estate, etc.), that:

1. BICYCLING AND TRAILWORK ARE DANGEROUS activities that may result in SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.

2. I ALONE, not MORE or any other person, AM RESPONSIBLE FOR MY OWN SAFETY in the conduct of these activities, and I am participating voluntarily and ASSUME ALL RISKS.

3. I AM FINANCIALLY ABLE to pay, and will pay, any costs resulting from INJURIES TO ME in the conduct of these activities.

4. I RELEASE AND AGREE NOT TO SUE MORE, its agents or volunteers, and any person with a legal interest in the property where the Activity occurs or their agents, FROM ALL LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES TO ME caused, or alleged to be caused, in whole or in part, by THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES or otherwise, INCLUDING NEGLIGENT RESCUE OPERATIONS.

5. I WILL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS EACH OF THE RELEASEES from any litigation expenses, attorney fees, loss, liability, damage, or cost which any may incur as the result of such a claim.

I HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT, FULLY UNDERSTAND ITS TERMS, and intend it to be a COMPLETE RELEASE of all liability to the greatest extent allowed by the law of Maryland, which shall control; except that Virginia law shall control any release in favor of a unit of government of Virginia or its agents. IF ANY PORTION OF THIS AGREEMENT IS HELD TO BE INVALID, THE REMAINDER SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.

SIGNATURE (GUARDIAN, IF MINOR PARTICIPANT)  PRINTED NAME  EMAIL ADDRESS  PHONE #  DATE

________________________  ___________________  ______________________  ________________  __________
I HAVE READ THIS RELEASE